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SECTION 9SECTION 9

AIRCRAFT EARTH STATION (AES) MANAGEMENTAIRCRAFT EARTH STATION (AES) MANAGEMENT

9.1  General9.1  General

9.1.1 AES management functions shall include the functions performed in the AES to initiate and
carry out a log-on process, to maintain a logged-on status, to initiate and carry out a log-off process, and to
manage the data and voice communications with a GES.

9.2  AES management interfaces9.2  AES management interfaces

9.2.1 The AES management shall provide for interfaces to the following AES entities:

a) subnetwork layer
b) link layer
c) physical layer
d) circuit-mode services

9.2.1.1 Subnetwork layerSubnetwork layer

9.2.1.1.1 The information exchanged between the AES management and the subnetwork layer shall
include the following:

a) To the subnetwork layer

1) log-on status: logged on initial or renewal/logged off
2) log-on GES ID (if logged on)
3) AES ID

9.2.1.2 Link layerLink layer

9.2.1.2.1 The information exchanged between the AES management and the link layer shall be in the
form of the link interface data units (LIDUs) described in subsection 5.2.  All LIDUs exchanged across this
interface shall be as specified in Table 9.1 except that the information sent to the AES management shall also
include interface control information commanding the AES management to randomly select an R channel
frequency.

Note.!  The link layer assembles SUs in accordance with the information in the received LIDUs.  LIDU
formats are not prescribed.  SU formats are given in Appendix B.
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9.2.1.3 Physical layerPhysical layer

9.2.1.3.1 The information exchanged between the AES management and the physical layer shall include
the following:

a) To the physical layer

1) frequencies for the transmit and receive channel units
2) channel unit mode selection (R, T or C channel)
3) channel rates
4) transmitter power settings
5) channel unit number

b) From the physical layer

1) P channel loss/degradation indication (Appendix A)
2) P channel synchronization indication (Appendix A)
3) estimated bit error rate on each channel unit receiving a C channel

9.2.1.4 Circuit-mode servicesCircuit-mode services

9.2.1.4.1 The information exchanged between the AES management and the circuit-mode services shall
include the following:

a) To circuit-mode services

1) log-on status, (i.e. logged on/logged off)
2) log-on GES ID
3) channel unit number in response to each request for a channel unit assignment

b) From circuit-mode services

1) request for assignment of a transmit channel unit and associated Q number,
application reference number, frequency, channel rate and initial EIRP

2) request for assignment of a receive channel unit and associated Q number,
application reference number, frequency and channel rate

3) command to randomly select an R channel frequency.

9.3  AES management functions9.3  AES management functions

9.3.1 AES management shall carry out the following functions:

a) AES table management
b) AES log-status management
c) AES channel management
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9.3.2 AES table managementAES table management

9.3.2.1 AES management shall maintain the following two tables:

a) system table
b) log-on confirm table

9.3.2.2 System tableSystem table

9.3.2.2.1 The content of this table for each beam in a satellite service area shall be as provided by the
GES (see subsection 10.4.2.2).

9.3.2.3 AES system table updateAES system table update

9.3.2.3.1 For updating the contents of the system tables, the AES management shall use the following
procedures:

a) Prior to log-onPrior to log-on.  Once the AES management receives a broadcast sequence on a
satellite/beam-identifying Psmc channel frequency, it shall determine whether the
received sequence is a partial sequence or a complete sequence (see
subsection 10.4.5.2) and then do the following:

1) If it is a partial sequence, the AES management shall compare the revision
number specified in the received partial sequence with the revision number of the
corresponding current data segment in the system table.  If the received revision
number is one higher than the current number, the AES shall update its system
table according to the received sequence.  If the received revision number differs
from the current number by more than one, the AES management shall wait for
the following complete sequence and update its system table accordingly.

2) If the received sequence is a complete sequence, the AES shall update its system
table accordingly.

b) After log-onAfter log-on.  When the AES management receives a partial sequence from the log-on
GES, it shall update its system table accordingly.

9.3.2.4 Log-on confirm tableLog-on confirm table

9.3.2.4.1 This table shall include the following:

a) satellite ID
b) beam ID
c) log-on GES ID
d) initial EIRP for R channels
e) Pd channel frequency and channel rate
f) Rd channel frequencies and channel rate
g) T channel frequencies and channel rate
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h) number of C channels supportable by the AES simultaneously (including a C channel
that utilizes a transmitter that is shared by the C, R and T channels for Level 3 AES)

9.3.2.5 Log-on confirm table updateLog-on confirm table update

9.3.2.5.1 The content of the log-on confirm table, except for item h), shall be updated whenever the
AES management logs on, renews its log-on or completes a data channel reassignment procedure with the
GES (subsection 9.3.3.4.1 f).

9.3.3 AES log-status managementAES log-status management

9.3.3.1 Before an AES begins providing user communication services, the AES management shall
successfully complete the log-on procedure, given in subsection 9.3.3.4, with a selected GES.  Prior to
initiating the log-on procedure, the AES management shall select a suitable satellite, beam, and GES
combination as specified in Section 9.3.3.2.

9.3.3.2 Satellite, beam and GES selectionsSatellite, beam and GES selections

9.3.3.2.1 The satellite, beam and GES selections shall be made such that the AES is capable of
receiving an adequate signal level on a Psmc channel of the selected GES.  The adequacy of the signal level
shall be based on receiving a P channel synchronization indication (subsection 9.2.1.3.1 b)) from the physical
layer.  The information used to make these selections shall be as specified in the most current version of the
system table.  The currency of the system table shall be determined by comparing the revision number
(Appendix C, Item 49) of the system table currently held at the AES with the revision number of the system
table broadcast received on the satellite/beam-identifying Psmc channel.  If necessary, the system table shall be
updated in accordance with Section 9.3.2.3.

9.3.3.3 Log-on procedureLog-on procedure

9.3.3.3.1 Initiation of a log-on procedure with the selected GES shall be either automatic or in
response to a received command.  The AES management shall initiate the log-on procedure immediately
following the selection of a log-on GES.

9.3.3.3.2 To log on to the selected GES, the AES management shall transmit a log-on request LIDU
to the GES on an Rsmc channel frequency randomly selected from the GES Rsmc channel frequencies given in
the system table.  The log-on request LIDU shall indicate distress condition (by setting “Q number of
application”=15 in the log-on request LIDU, Table 9.1), if such condition is declared at the aircraft.  The
AES management shall then do the following:

a) If tA11 seconds (Appendix D) elapses without receiving a response from the GES as
specified in b) to e) below, the AES management shall command the selection of an
Rsmc channel frequency and then retransmit the log-on request LIDU to the selected
GES.  The AES management shall command the selection of an Rsmc channel frequency
and then retransmit the log-on request LIDU every tA11 seconds until a response is
received, except that the number of transmissions of the log-on request LIDU shall not
exceed 5.  If, after the fifth transmission, a response is not received within tA11
seconds, the AES management shall abort the log-on procedure to the current selected
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GES, select a GES according to subsection 9.3.3.2 and then shall log-on to the
selected GES in accordance with subsection 9.3.3.3.

b) If within tA11 seconds the AES management receives a log-on confirm LIDU, and the
channel control LIDUs (P/R and T channel control LIDUs) indicated in the log-on
confirm LIDU, the AES management shall command the selection of an Rd channel
frequency and then shall transmit a log-on acknowledgement LIDU indicating the
correct receipt of all expected LIDUs to the GES.  If, after tA12 seconds from sending
a log-on acknowledgement LIDU, the AES management does not receive a log-on
acknowledgement LIDU from the GES on the assigned Pd channel, it shall command
the selection of an Rd channel frequency and then shall retransmit the log-on
acknowledgement LIDU.  The AES management shall command the selection of an
Rd channel frequency and then shall retransmit the same LIDU every tA12 seconds until
a log-on acknowledgement LIDU is received from the GES, except that the total
number of transmissions of the log-on acknowledgement LIDU shall not exceed four.
If, after tA12 seconds from the fourth transmission, a log-on acknowledgement LIDU is
not yet received from the GES, the AES management shall abort the log-on procedure
to the current selected GES, select a GES according to subsection 9.3.3.2 and then
shall log-on to the selected GES in accordance with subsection 9.3.3.3.  Otherwise,
when a log-on acknowledgement LIDU is received, the AES shall be considered logged
on.  The AES management shall then relay this information on the various interfaces,
where applicable, and update its log-on confirm table.

c) If some, but not all, of the expected LIDUs are received within tA11 seconds, the AES
management shall transmit a log-on acknowledgement LIDU to the GES indicating the
missing LIDUs.  If, after tA11 seconds from the time the AES log-on acknowledgement
LIDU was transmitted, the AES management still has not received all expected LIDUs,
it shall command the selection of an Rsmc channel frequency and then retransmit another
log-on acknowledgement LIDU indicating all missing LIDUs to the same GES.  The
AES management shall command the selection of an Rsmc channel frequency and then
shall repeat the transmission of a log-on acknowledgement LIDU, indicating all missing
LIDUs, every tA11 seconds until all expected LIDUs are received, except that the total
number of transmitted log-on request LIDUs (in a) above) and log-on
acknowledgement LIDUs shall not exceed five.  If, after tA11 seconds from the fifth
transmission, all expected LIDUs have not been received, the AES management shall
abort the log-on procedure to the current selected GES, select a GES according to
subsection 9.3.3.2 and then shall log-on to the selected GES in accordance with
subsection 9.3.3.3.  If, and when, within the required time the AES management
receives all the expected LIDUs, it shall transmit a log-on acknowledgement LIDU
indicating no errors to the GES and shall then proceed as given in b).

d) If a log-on reject LIDU is received, the AES management shall respond according to
the rejection reason (Appendix C, item 44) indicated in the LIDU.

e) If a log-off request LIDU is received from the GES, the AES management shall refrain
from any attempt to log-on to this GES for the duration of time specified in the LIDU
starting at the time of receipt of the LIDU, except for distress/urgency log-on.
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f) If a selective release broadcast LIDU is received from the GES, the AES shall
immediately inhibit any transmission on the frequency specified in the LIDU.

9.3.3.3.2.1 If during the log-on procedure the AES management receives a P channel loss/degradation
indication (defined in Appendix A), it shall abort the log-on procedure to the current selected GES, select a
GES according to subsection 9.3.3.2 and log on to the selected GES in accordance with subsection 9.3.3.3.

9.3.3.4 Procedures after log-onProcedures after log-on

9.3.3.4.1 The AES shall attempt to log-off before terminating communication with the log-on GES.

Note.! Loss or degradation of the P channel precludes any log-off attempt. Subsection 9.3.3.4.4 refers.

9.3.3.4.2 The AES management shall respond to the LIDUs received from its log-on GES as follows:

a) Partial sequence of system table broadcast LIDUs:  The AES management shall update
its system table as indicated in subsection 9.3.2.3.

b) Log-on prompt LIDU:  The AES management shall initiate the log-on procedure
(subsection 9.3.3.3) with the selected GES being the one specified in the log-on
prompt LIDU.

c) Log-on interrogation LIDU:  If the AES management has indicated the capability of
responding to a log-on interrogation LIDU (by setting LOV=0 in the log-on request
LIDU, Table 9.1), it shall respond by sending a log-on acknowledgement LIDU to the
GES.

d) Selective release broadcast LIDU:  The AES shall immediately inhibit any transmission
on the frequency specified in the LIDU.

Note.!  A selective release broadcast LIDU may be sent by a GES to its logged-on AESs at any time.

e) GES channel status report LIDU:  The AES management shall respond by sending an
AES channel report LIDU corresponding to the C channel indicated in the received
LIDU.  Any transmit channel EIRP adjustment indicated in the received LIDU shall be
made in accordance to subsection 9.3.4.1.3.2.

f) Log control/data channel reassignment LIDU:  The AES management shall respond
with a log control/ready for reassignment LIDU, then shall do the following:

1) If within tA11 seconds (Appendix D) the AES management does not receive all of
the expected LIDUs (a log-on confirm LIDU and, either a P/R channel control
LIDU or a T channel control LIDU or both), the AES management shall send a
log control/reassignment reject LIDU to the GES.

2) If all the expected LIDUs are received, the AES management shall command the
selection of an Rd channel frequency and then shall send a log-on
acknowledgement LIDU to the GES.  If the AES management does not receive a
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return log-on acknowledgement LIDU from the GES within tA12 (Appendix D)
seconds from the time the log-on acknowledgement LIDU was sent to the GES,
it shall command the selection of an Rd channel frequency and then shall
retransmit the same LIDU.  The AES management shall command the selection
of an Rd channel frequency and then shall repeat the retransmission of the same
LIDU every tA12 seconds until a log-on acknowledgement is received from the
GES, except that the number of transmissions of the log-on acknowledgement
LIDU shall not exceed four.  If, after the fourth transmission, a log-on
acknowledgement LIDU is not received from the GES within tA12 seconds, the
AES management shall initiate the log-on procedure (subsection 9.3.3.3) with
the current log-on GES if an adequate signal level is received on the log-on GES
Psmc channel. Or, otherwise, with a different GES selected according to the GES
selection procedure (subsection 9.3.3.2).  If a log-on acknowledgement LIDU is
received from the GES, the AES management shall update its log-on confirm
table.

g) Log-off request LIDU:  The AES management shall consider the AES logged-off and
immediately inhibit its transmissions on the R and T channels to the GES.  The AES
shall refrain from any attempt to log-on to this GES for the duration of time specified in
the LIDU starting at the time of receipt of the LIDU, except for distress/urgency
log-on.

9.3.3.4.2.1 RecommendationRecommendation.! Upon receipt of a universal time broadcast LIDU from the GES, the
AES should make the time information in the LIDU available to the appropriate application processes within
the aircraft.  The time information in the LIDU should be considered correct at the instant of reception of the
first bit of the next P channel superframe (subsection 4.2).

9.3.3.4.3 The AES management shall respond to received commands as follows:

a) Log-off command:  The AES management shall transmit a log-off request LIDU to the
GES, relay the log-off status on the AES management interfaces as specified in
subsection 9.2, and then do the following:

1) If a log-off acknowledgement LIDU from the GES is not received within tA10
seconds (Appendix D) from the time the log-off request LIDU was transmitted,
the AES management shall retransmit another log-off request LIDU.  The AES
management shall retransmit the same LIDU every tA10 seconds until a log-off
acknowledgement LIDU from the GES is received, except that the number of
transmissions of the log-off request LIDU shall not exceed five.  If, within tA10
seconds from the time of the fifth transmission, a log-off acknowledgement LIDU
is not received, the AES management shall consider the AES logged off.

2) When a log-off acknowledgement LIDU is received from the log-on GES, the
AES management shall consider the AES logged off.

b) GES-to-GES handover command:  The AES management shall log on to the specified
GES within the same satellite service area as the current log-on GES using the
procedure of subsection 9.3.3.3.  However, for a Level-3 AES, if the AES transmit
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channel unit is being used for a circuit-mode call, the AES management shall initiate
the log-on procedure after the circuit-mode call is terminated.

c) Satellite-to-satellite handover command:  The AES management shall first maintain all
previously established circuit-mode calls for three minutes or until all calls are cleared,
whichever comes first.  After three minutes, the AES management shall clear any
remaining circuit-mode calls.  After all calls are cleared, the AES management shall
select a suitable beam in the service area of the specified satellite.  If a suitable beam
cannot be found, the AES management shall select a different satellite and a beam
within its service area according to subsection 9.3.3.2.  The AES management shall
then select, according to subsection 9.3.3.2, a GES that supports the selected beam
and shall automatically log on to the selected GES using the procedure of subsection
9.3.3.3.

9.3.3.4.4 The AES management shall respond to the indications relayed to it via the AES physical layer
interface as follows:

a) Pd channel loss/degradation indication:  The AES management shall either attempt to
(1) reacquire an adequate signal level on the same Pd channel and resume normal
operation, or (2) renew its log-on to the same GES, by re-initiating the log-on
procedure to the same GES, or (3) re-initiate the satellite, beam and GES selection
and the log-on process as specified in subsections 9.3.3.2 and 9.3.3.3 respectively.
All R and T channel transmissions shall be inhibited if there is a loss or degradation of
the Pd channel.  C channel transmissions for an existing circuit-mode call shall be
allowed to continue provided the bit error rate of received C channel transmissions does
not exceed its nominal value for any subsequent period of more than 40 seconds.

9.3.4 AES channel managementAES channel management

9.3.4.1 Channel unit controlChannel unit control

9.3.4.1.1 The AES management shall control all of the AES transmit and receive channel units via the
interface with the AES physical layer.

9.3.4.1.2 Channel unit frequency and channel rate controlChannel unit frequency and channel rate control.  The AES management shall control the
frequencies and channel rate settings of all the AES receive and transmit channel units.  The frequencies and
the channel rates for the Psmc and Rsmc channels shall be as provided in the system table.  The frequencies and
channel rates for the Pd, Rd and T channels shall be as instructed by the GES in the log-on confirm LIDU and
the P/R channel control and the T channel control LIDUs.  When the AES management receives from the
circuit-mode services a request for assignment of transmit and receive channel units with certain settings of
frequencies and channel rates, it shall accomplish these 
assignments and settings by communication with the physical layer and shall relay these assignments and
settings back to the circuit-mode services.  However, the AES management shall assure that no assigned
frequencies are used for transmission that could generate intermodulation products that produce harmful
interference to on-aircraft satellite navigation receiver operation and shall pre-empt a lower priority call if
necessary.

9.3.4.1.2.1 The AES management shall carry out the randomized selection of R channel frequencies in
response to commands generated by protocols in the link layer, circuit-mode services and the AES
management itself.  Every selection shall persist until another such random selection is made.
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9.3.4.1.3 ChannelChannel unit power control unit power control.  The AES management shall control the EIRP settings of each
of the AES transmit channels via the AES management-physical layer interface.

9.3.4.1.3.1 The AES management shall use the EIRP setting per subsection 2.3.5.5 for transmission of
the log-on request LIDU on the Rsmc channel.  Thereafter, the AES management shall set the EIRP on the
Rd channel to the initial EIRP setting value communicated to it by the GES via the log-on confirm LIDU.  The
T channel initial EIRP setting shall be computed according to the ratio of Rd channel and T channel channel
rates and the assigned Rd channel initial EIRP.

Note.!  The log-on GES is responsible for determining the amount of the adjustments of the values of the
EIRP settings for the Rd and T channels.

9.3.4.1.3.2 For a C channel, the AES management shall relay from the circuit-mode services to the
physical layer the initial EIRP setting of the transmit channel unit.  Subsequent adjustments to the EIRP
setting shall be made according to the EIRP adjustment values received from the GES in the GES channel
status report LIDUs.

Note.!  All decisions about the power control and the adjustments required for a C channel are made at the
GES through which the call is established and relayed to the AES circuit-mode services on the C channel sub-
band.

9.3.4.1.4 Level-3Level-3 AES channel unit switching AES channel unit switching.  In the case of a level-3 AES, the single transmit
channel unit shall be shared between the R/T channel mode and the C channel mode of transmission.

9.3.4.1.4.1 The transmit channel unit shall be switched to the R/T channel mode whenever not doing so
would inhibit the transmission of:

a) any packet-mode data SU with precedence higher than the precedence of the
circuit-mode call-in-progress; or

b) any link layer signalling SU associated with packet-mode data SUs of a precedence
higher than the precedence of the circuit-mode call-in-progress; or

c) any call setup signalling SU associated with a circuit-mode call of a precedence higher
than the precedence of the circuit-mode call-in-progress.

9.3.4.1.4.2 The transmit channel unit shall be switched to the C channel mode whenever not doing so
would inhibit the establishment or the continuation of a circuit-mode call having a precedence higher than the
precedences of all packet-mode data SUs in the link layer and the precedences of the packet-mode data SUs
associated with all signalling SUs in the link layer.
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TABLE 9.1

AES management - link layer interface data unitsAES management - link layer interface data units

LIDU Name LIDU Parameters1

From link layer

Q Number of application(14)
Message type (all)
AES ID (all)
GES ID (all)
Q Number (all)
Satellite ID (1,9c,9d,14)
Initial EIRP (1)
TDMA message (1)
Received bit error rate (19)
EIRP adjust (13)
P/R message (1)
Voice Ch characteristics (1,14)
Channel rate(s) (7,8,9d)
Reason (4)
P, R channel frequencies (7,9b,d)
T channel frequencies (8)
Number of frequencies (7,8)
Beam IDs (1,9d,14)
Revision number (9a,b,c,d,e)
Application reference No (13,19)
Satellite inclination (9c)
Satellite right ascension (9c)
Satellite longitude (9c)
Sat/beam iden. frequencies (9c)
Century, year, month, day, hour, second (10)
Data bit rate capability (14)
ACK/NAK messages 1-3 (2,3,16)
Class of AES (1,14)
Number of C channels (14)
Initial/renewal (14)
Primary/secondary (14)
Duration (13a)
SC (SARPs compliance) (14)
Existence (9a)
NOT (number of transmitters) (14)
Report type (13,19)
LOV (log-on verification) (14)
Channel frequency (11)

1. Log-on confirm

2. Log-on acknowledgement

3. Log-off acknowledgement

4. Log-on reject

5. Log-on interrogation

6. Log-on prompt

7. P/R channel control

8. T channel control

9. AES system table broadcast
a. Index
b. GES P/R channel advice
c. Satellite ID channel advice
d. Beam ID channel advice
e. GES beam support advice

10. System time broadcast

11. Selective release broadcast

12. Log control data channel
reassignment

13. Channel status report

13a. Log-off request

To Link Layer

14. Log-on request

15. Log-off request

16. Log-on acknowledgement

17. Log control ready for
reassignment

18. Log control reassignment
reject

19. Channel status report

1 ! Definitions of LIDU parameters shall be as given in Appendix C.  The number(s) associated with each LIDU parameter shall indicate
the LIDU(s) containing the parameter.

2 ! This parameter shall indicate whether the LIDU is to be transmitted on the R channel or the sub-band C channel.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


